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artist’s statement
I’ve spent the last 30 years focusing on large-scale commissioned 
artwork. Mid-career, I started becoming frustrated with the time 
between the conception of a piece and the two to three years it took 
to be installed. This frustration led me to start working on a more 
intimate scale.

I began cultivating another side of my work, a side which might not 
be as pretty, or safe, but would penetrate deeper into the core of my 
being and resonate with the full spectrum of human emotions. 

Much of my work is inspired by the effects that nature has on 
man-made materials such as the rusty patterns present in deteriorating 
metal. These materials, translated into works of art, serve as a 
reminder of the temporal character of man’s achievements and the 
awe-inspiring forces of nature.

My continually evolving body of work now includes a wide spectrum 
of materials and techniques and the hope that viewers will be 
challenged with content which may be painful, provocative or playful. 



‣ silver squares II
9’W x 3’H x 3”D | Patinated Sheet Metal and Etched Dichroic Glass | 2010



silver squares ll
Silver Squares ll is a weathered, patinated, wall-mounted metal 
and glass sculpture. The building blocks are of various depths, giving 
the whole composition a sculptural quality. The varying depths and 
reflective surfaces create visual excitement as the art is viewed from 
a variety of perspectives. 



weinrebe
Inspired by Gordon’s dear friend Margrit Mondavi, this series 
manipulates the appearance of thirty-seven-year-old grapevines from 
Robert Mondavi Vineyard through the use of light and shadow. Here 
the slender vines intertwine, their tangled layers partially obscured by 
the frosted window, recalling winter and the bittersweet, misty 
images of barren grapevines, which remind us of loss.



‣ weinrebe #1 and #2
24”W x 48”H x 4”D | Acrylic, Dichroic Glass and Grapevines | 2010



‣ weinrebe #3 and #4
24”W x 48”H x 4”D | Acrylic, Dichroic Glass and Grapevines | 2010



celadon series
Overlapping layers of meaning, texture and memory combine to 
create works with particular poignancy. Huether thinks about the 
way our memory functions to preserve people, places and images of 
Napa forever lost to the march of time and progress.



‣ arched bridge
17”W x 28”H | Salvaged Wood, Dichroic Glass, and Photo Transfer on Glass | 2010 



‣ forest
17”W x 28”H | Salvaged Wood, Dichroic Glass, and Photo Transfer on Glass | 2010 



‣ main street
17”W x 28”H | Salvaged Wood, Dichroic Glass, and Photo Transfer on Glass | 2010 



‣ napa river
17”W x 28”H | Salvaged Wood, Dichroic Glass, and Photo Transfer on Glass | 2010 



metal triangles
Metal Triangles continue Huether’s exploration of the beauty and 
mystery of found materials. 

The contrast of metal and glass is striking – the worn metal seems 
oddly more fragile and impermanent than the thick glass.



‣ metal triangle I - blue
39”W x 49”H x 3”D | Patinated Sheet Metal, Paint and Glass Prisms | 2010



‣ metal triangle II - red
39”W x 49”H x 3”D | Patinated Sheet Metal, Paint and Glass Prisms | 2010



lil’ fire in the hole series
A volunteer from the Napa Visitor’s Center brought Huether the 
matchbook collection used here to create a collage representing the 
collector’s travel life and the thirty years spent amassing his 
collection.

The charming, retro matchbooks contrast with the fire in the hole 
created when Huether began playing with matches.



‣ lil’ fire in the hole 1|5
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Repurposed Objects and Dichroic Glass | 2011 



‣ lil’ fire in the hole 2|5
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Repurposed Objects and Dichroic Glass | 2011 



‣ lil’ fire in the hole 3|5
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Repurposed Objects and Dichroic Glass | 2011 



‣ lil’ fire in the hole 4|5
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Repurposed Objects and Dichroic Glass | 2011 



‣ lil’ fire in the hole 5|5
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Repurposed Objects and Dichroic Glass | 2011 



napa series
The patina and marks on the found metal work together to create 
poetic and engaging abstract compositions beneath the images from 
photos discovered in the archives of the Napa Historical Society that 
have been printed on glass. 



‣ accordion man | napa band
48"W x 60"H x 5"D | Salvaged Metal, Photograph Printed on Glass and Lighting | 2011 



heimat series II
The Heimat (e. homeland) Series II is inspired by Struwwelpeter 
by Heinrich Hoffmann, a series of gruesome German fairy tales 
related to Huether when he was a boy. The characters are from the 
stories Struwwelpeter, Harriet and the Matches, The Inky 
Boys, The Man that Went Out Shooting, Little Suck-a-
Thumb and Flying Robert.

The gruesome characters cavort across pages from Letters from 
the Homeland, written and illustrated by Huether’s 
great-grandfather, Karl Hirsch. The letters, filled with news and events 
from Berlin, were sent by Hirsch in the 1950’s to his daughter Herta, 
who had emigrated from Germany to Rochester, New York. 



‣ großer struwwelpeter
48"W x 60"H x 3"D | Printed Acrylic, Canvas and Paint | 2011 



‣ flying robert
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Printed Acrylic, Canvas and Paint | 2011 



‣ harriet and the matches
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Printed Acrylic, Canvas and Paint | 2011 



‣ the inky boys
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Printed Acrylic, Canvas and Paint | 2011 



‣ little suck-a-thumb
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Printed Acrylic, Canvas and Paint | 2011 



‣ the man who went out shooting
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Printed Acrylic, Canvas and Paint | 2011 



‣ struwwelpeter
12"W x 12"H x 3"D | Printed Acrylic, Canvas and Paint | 2011 



on the fence series
In this exploration of and reaction to found materials, charred wood 
from Huether’s dismantled fence is penetrated by shiny, stainless 
steel ball bearings, painted with a bright splash of color and topped 
with found images from some beautiful cigar boxes that had crossed 
his path. The cigars burned and the fence did too.



‣ on the fence #1
23”W x 47”H x 3/4”D | Salvaged Wood, Ball Bearings, Found Image and Paint | 2011 



‣ on the fence #2
23”W x 47”H x 3/4”D | Salvaged Wood, Ball Bearings, Found Image and Paint | 2011 



‣ on the fence #3
23”W x 47”H x 3/4”D | Salvaged Wood, Ball Bearings, Found Image and Paint | 2011 



pin-up girls series
The images for the Pin-up Girls Series were appropriated from an 
antique store in Half Moon Bay and used by Huether to explore the 
objectification of women through the use of contrasting materials 
and intense colors. He questions whether the objectification can be 
blamed on societal pressures or is merely a personal character flaw.



‣ exclusively yours
30”W x 40”H x 5”D | Canvas, Glass and Paint | 2011 



‣ farmer’s daughter
30”W x 40”H x 5”D | Canvas, Glass and Paint | 2011 



‣ pearl
30”W x 40”H x 5”D | Canvas, Glass and Paint | 2011 



‣ what a dish!!
30”W x 40”H x 5”D | Canvas, Glass and Paint | 2011 



‣ youth & beauty
30”W x 40”H x 5”D | Canvas, Glass and Paint | 2011 



paper glass series II
Paper Glass Series II is inspired by Huether’s earlier small-scale 
paper collages in the Paper Glass Series. Huether explores color 
and form with these works rendered in glass, creating works full of 
constant discovery. The strong vertical lines work together with vivid 
areas of organic and geometric color to create dynamic compositions. 



‣ paper glass #2
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 

‣ paper glass #1
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 



‣ paper glass #4
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 

‣ paper glass #3
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 



‣ paper glass #5
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 

‣ paper glass #6
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 



‣ paper glass #7
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 

‣ paper glass #8
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 



‣ paper glass #9
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 

‣ paper glass #10
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 



‣ paper glass #11
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 

‣ paper glass #12
6”W x 24.5”H | Fused Glass | 2011 



blue window

In this piece, Huether has superimposed a strip of acid-etched glass 
over dichroic, atop the orange metal.  As the light refracts off the 
dichroic through the frosty pane of etched glass, it gives off a cool, 
ethereal glow of pale, ghostly blue.



‣ blue window
48”W x 60”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Dichroic and Etched Glass | 2010



metal meddle series

Scrapes, marks and abrasions convey a sense of the way time leaves 
its indelible impressions on physical objects, as well as our minds.

Realizing the artistic potential of sheet metal that had already been 
altered by nature, Huether enhanced the material with paint, glass 
and stainless steel cable to create new works of art.



‣ big boy
138”W x 38”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal and Glass Lenses | 2012 



‣ blue oval
24”W x 34”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Paint and Oil Pastel | 2012 



‣ blue skid
39”W x 66”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Glass Lenses and Dichroic Glass | 2012 



‣ green stitches
18”W x 66”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Stainless Steel Cable and Paint | 2012 



‣ lens 1 and lens 2
18”W x 66”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Glass Lens and Dichroic Glass | 2012 



‣ no smoking
41.5”W x 66”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Cardboard and Etched Glass | 2012 



‣ oh boy
34”W x 80”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Sandblasted Text and Books | 2012 



‣ silver lens 1 
39”W x 66”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Paint and Fresnel Lens | 2012 



‣ silver lens 2
42”W x 66”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Paint and Fresnel Lens | 2012 



‣ silver lens 3
42”W x 66”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Paint and Fresnel Lens | 2012 



‣ tri-stitch
18”W x 66”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Stainless Steel Cable and Paint | 2012 



‣ yellow noodles
24”W x 39”H x 3”D | Salvaged Metal, Oil Pastel and Paint | 2012 




